
 

 

February201 WMSC Commissioner Brief: W-0217 – Red Signal Overrun, Improper Movement – Smithsonian Station – December 

6, 2022  

Prepared for Washington Metrorail Safety Commission meeting on May 16, 2023 

Safety event summary: 

An Automatic Train Control Maintenance crew was conducting an interlocking inspection with local control of the 

Smithsonian Interlocking and associated signals. The Train Operator passed a red signal without the required 

authorization from the Rail Operations Control Center and continued on. Prior to the train berthing at the station then 

being moved past the red signal, the Radio Rail Traffic Controller had provided the Train Operator with a permissive 

block to the end of the Smithsonian Station platform and informed the Train Operator that the signal was red. The Train 

Operator, who Metrorail had placed into passenger service despite Metrorail not providing the Train Operator with the 

opportunity to complete Metrorail’s required safety training program, continued to Federal Triangle Station, and then 

incorrectly reported that they were at Metro Center Station. The WMSC’s subsequent investigation into the Train 

Operator’s training records led to the WMSC identifying additional Train Operators who Metrorail had placed into 

passenger service despite not meeting Metrorail’s training and certification requirements. 

December 6 event 

The Train Operator moved the train from the Smithsonian Station platform toward the red signal at approximately 

6:52:20 p.m. The Radio Rail Traffic Controller requested at 6:52:56 p.m. and again at 6:53:30 p.m. that the Automatic 

Train Control Maintenance crew set a lunar (proceed) signal on both tracks. Based on the train speed, the train passed 

the red signal just after the Radio Rail Traffic Controller’s first request to the ATC crew to set a lunar signal. 

The Radio Rail Traffic Controller asked the Train Operator if the signal was lunar when they passed it. The Train 

Operator said it was red. The Train Operator and the Watchman/Lookout stated after the event that the 

Watchman/Lookout had given a “proceed” hand signal. Metrorail rules provide for this hand signal to be used to confirm 

that workers are prepared for a train to pass them. It is not a hand signal that overrides a red signal. The 

Watchman/Lookout understood that, in this case, the proceed hand signal should not have been provided if the signal 

was lunar. The Watchman/Lookout stated in an interview that they believed the signal had been lunar. Metrorail data 

show the signal was red. The Watchman/Lookout had acted in that role at times for approximately 2 months. They had 

flagged other trains through during this interlocking inspection. 

The work crew did not report this near miss and red signal overrun. The work crew later stated that they had all reached 

a place of safety when the train passed, but were surprised by the train suddenly moving past the red signal without a 

route being set. Upon inspection, they identified that the switches had been aligned for this move and there was 

therefore no damage to the interlocking. 

The Radio Rail Traffic Controller had made a blanket (not directed to a specific operator or requiring repeat back) 

announcement approximately 51 minutes prior to the train passing the red signal without permission, stating that 

personnel were working on the roadway. 



 

 

February201 Initially, the Radio Rail Traffic Controller instructed the Train Operator to continue after the red signal overrun, with 

passengers on board, to Metro Center Station, despite Metrorail policy requiring the train to be stopped and offloaded 

for inspection of any damage, and for  this Train Operator to be replaced by a Rail Supervisor to assure the safety of 

any further movement and to provide an opportunity for timely post-event toxicology testing. The Train Operator 

acknowledged, but did not move the train. 1.5 minutes later, the Rail Traffic Controller instructed the Train Operator to 

offload the train at Federal Triangle Station. When the Controller followed up, the Train Operator responded (incorrectly) 

that they were at Metro Center Station and that the train was offloaded. The Controller said the train was showing as 

being at Federal Triangle, but the Train Operator repeated (incorrectly) that they were holding at Metro Center Station, 

Track 2. Metro Center Station is a transfer station with platforms on two levels, including the Blue, Orange, and Silver 

Line platform on the lower level. Federal Triangle is a single-level platform station.  

After riders on the train were offloaded and the Train Operator was removed from service at Federal Triangle Station, 

the Radio Rail Traffic Controller directed the Rail Supervisor who had taken over train operation to move the train to 

Metro Center Station despite the ongoing investigation. Rail Operations Control Center management identified this 

improper movement and directed the Rail Supervisor to hold the train at Metro Center for the investigation. 

Train Operator Training and Certification 

Recordings and other data from this event along with the investigative interview demonstrate that the Train Operator 

did not understand the rules and procedures regarding red signals, and, as noted above regarding a lack of 

understanding of where they were in the system, was not effectively familiarized with the Metrorail territory to 

understand instructions from the Rail Operations Control Center. The Train Operator stated in an interview that they 

believed the block to the end of the platform at Smithsonian Station meant that they could proceed to the following 

station, but it did not. This type of block for a train in or approaching a station is required for the train operator to move 

the train to the end of the station platform to properly service the station if there are zero speed commands within the 

platform limits, which in this case the Rail Traffic Controller may have expected could occur due to the red signal ahead, 

leading to the Controller proactively providing the permissive block. 

The WMSC’s further investigation demonstrated that Metrorail had placed numerous operators into passenger service 

despite not providing those operators with the opportunity to complete Metrorail’s train operator safety training program 

that Metrorail has developed to provide a level of assurance that train operators have the required information, level of 

understanding, and detailed experience necessary to ensure that they are prepared to successfully and safely operate 

the equipment in compliance with all procedures and checklists in both ideal conditions and emergencies or unusual 

conditions. Metrorail’s actions to place operators into service who had not completed its training requirements are 

contrary to Metrorail’s Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan and other written safety commitments. The WMSC 

identified that Metrorail had reduced hands on experience with trains in yards and had stopped providing any 

meaningful mainline “stick time”, the time operating trains with a trained instructor, for train operator trainees during 

yard practical training, despite Metrorail’s documented requirements to demonstrate the ability to successfully and 

safely operate a train with an instructor prior to progression to on-the-job training and regular passenger service 

operation. This specific Train Operator had only 9 minutes of mainline operation with a training instructor. Metrorail 

requires eight hours of such non-passenger operation with a training instructor.  



 

 

February201 Metrorail initially represented to the WMSC that its safety training requirements had changed, and the WMSC then 

provided Metrorail with an opportunity to provide documentation that such a change had occurred. Metrorail later 

acknowledged that its safety training requirements had not changed. 

Training records indicate that the operator involved in this December 6, 2022 event had not met Metrorail’s requirement 

to “demonstrate the ability to successfully and safely operate the equipment” during the training process. This included 

failures related to safety stops and switch clamping, numerous areas where they did not get training experience in a 

given area, and the only nine minutes of stick time listed immediately below the specification on a form that each student 

is required to have 8 hours during yard rotations. The records also showed that despite this being the sixth week of 

yard practical training, this was the first and only time the individual operated mainline. The records from the 

investigation of this event on the individual’s first day of operation as a “certified” operator demonstrated improper 

communication, yet the records from the operator’s certification that recorded a top-level grade of QL1 on 

communication, which did not match the operator’s demonstrated competency when operating the train in passenger 

service on the day of this event. Metrorail certified the operator on November 29, 2022. 

The WMSC identified and communicated these training and certification deficiencies to Metrorail during this 

investigation. This included follow ups providing the specific operational safety concerns regarding Metrorail not 

complying with its written train operator training and certification processes that are designed to provide for the safety 

of riders, workers, and others. Those Metrorail actions directly contradict, among other things, Metrorail’s PTASP 

section 5.1.1 that states the training and certification policies for train operators will be carried out, including actual train 

operation with an instructor. 

These new safety issues were in addition to other safety issues regarding uncertified train operators that the WMSC 

identified and communicated to Metrorail in 2021 and 2022 that Metrorail had begun to address. 

Interim mitigations and ongoing reviews 

WMSC investigators communicated this safety training issue to Metrorail when we identified it in December 2022. 

The WMSC also reviewed information related to other safety events and conducted additional oversight activities, and 

communicated further with Metrorail in January 2023. 

Metrorail was not following its documented safety training requirements. 

Instead, Metrorail confirmed in January 2023 that it had been bypassing its safety training processes and assigning 

train operators directly to operate trains in passenger service with another train operator as a mentor. Metrorail’s 

documented requirements state that this may occur only after the 8 hours of non-passenger operation with a training 

instructor. 

Metrorail also confirmed in documents and information provided after the WMSC identified this safety issue that this 

has continued to be its safety requirement, and that Metrorail has not made any changes to this requirement. 

Metrorail identified 54 train operators who were placed into passenger service without meeting Metrorail’s train operator 

training requirements from January 2022 to January 2023. Metrorail also stated it had been preparing to progress 9 

other train operator trainees to passenger service without meeting those requirements. 



 

 

February201 A train operator involved in the December 31, 2022 station overrun of Dunn Loring Station, who had been certified for 

the first time on October 17, 2022, stated that they did not operate a train on mainline in yard practical training. The 

training deficiencies are not the only cause of these events, however, they are demonstrations of the impact on the 

overall safety of the system. 

Despite safety commitments made by Metrorail in spring 2022 after the WMSC identified that Metrorail was using 

uncertified train operators, and despite commitments in Metrorail’s corrective action plan to address Finding 5 of the 

Rail Operations Audit, Metrorail was not consistently making trains available for the necessary training. 

The WMSC communicated the safety concerns to Metrorail. 

The investigation into the December 6, 2022 red signal overrun also demonstrates another example of Metrorail’s 

insufficient physical characteristics and territory familiarization activities for train operators and other personnel that has 

created the risk of serious injury or death, as the WMSC identified in the Rail Operations Audit issued in 2022 and 

required Metrorail to develop and implement a corrective action plan to address. The train operator did not know where 

they were in the system. This is in addition to events such as W-0128 on July 16, 2021 when a train operator did not 

know Franconia-Springfield Station was the end of the line, leading to improper movement into a tail track, and 

investigation W-0093 involving a train operator who improperly moved into a single-tracking area, creating the risk of a 

head-on collision between passenger trains. 

Similar issues regarding system familiarization have contributed to fatal accidents elsewhere, such as the fatal Amtrak 

Train 501 derailment in DuPont, Washington on December 18, 2017. The NTSB found that the probable cause of the 

derailment included inadequate training for the engineer on the territory (RAR-19/01). Metrorail must act with urgency 

to address this known hazard. 

It is imperative to the safety of the public and Metrorail workers that Metrorail provide all necessary safety training and 

ensure that operators and other personnel are properly certified in accordance with Metrorail safety procedures prior 

to putting those personnel in charge of the safety of passengers, workers and first responders. 

The WMSC has reviewed additional Metrorail training and certification records since this event.  

These reviews have identified concerns related to certification activities, including concerns that some individuals who 

failed when given the opportunity to demonstrate the ability to successfully and safely carry out safety procedures, or 

who were not even required to demonstrate the ability to carry out the required safety procedures, may have been 

certified, contrary to Metrorail procedure. The WMSC is continuing to gather and review information on this issue. 

Other identified safety issues 

During the response to this event, there were several attempts by the Radio Rail Traffic Controller to contact the 

Roadway Worker In-Charge with no response. 

Based on investigative interviews, ATC crew members were communicating among themselves on a “talk around” radio 

channel, rather than a Metrorail operational radio channel that is used by the Rail Operations Control Center and train 

operators (which leads to heavy communications traffic on that operational channel). The ATC crew reported regularly 

using a “talk around” channel for the Roadway Worker In-Charge to direct another member of the crew in the Train 



 

 

February201 Control Room to set a lunar (proceed) signal once the work crew was clear of the roadway. Metrorail does not record 

“talk around” radio communications, so the use of such a channel reduces the opportunity for continuous safety 

improvement. The use of these “talk around” channels also means the Roadway Worker In-Charge (RWIC) may have 

their radio tuned to a channel other than the one being used to communicate operational, safety, and emergency 

information to and from train operators, other on-track personnel, and the Rail Operations Control Center.  

The crew began its interlocking inspection at approximately 4:52 p.m. and was continuing this work at the time of this 

event. 

Probable Cause: 

The probable cause of this event was Metrorail’s failure to meet its train operator training and other safety promotion 

requirements, safety assurance requirements, and safety risk management commitments of its Public Transportation 

Agency Safety Plan. 

Corrective Actions: 

As interim mitigations, Metrorail reminded train operators of red signal and station overrun rules and prevention 

measures and reminded Rail Operations Control Center personnel about investigation procedure requirements to hold 

equipment in place. 

Metrorail developed a lessons learned communication for ATC Maintenance personnel regarding the need for effective 

communication among work crew members and proper Exclusive Track Occupancy – Local Signal Control procedures. 

Metrorail is adjusting procedures for Exclusive Track Occupancy – Local Signal Control. 

Metrorail provided trainee Train Operators who had not completed Metrorail’s training requirements yet were still placed 

into passenger service with operational instruction from training instructors. 

Examples of other related open CAPs  

• C-0181: Elements of Metrorail have a culture that accepts noncompliance with written operational rules, 

instructions, and manuals. (Expected completion date October 2024) 

• C-0182: Metrorail does not effectively identify, track, communicate, and address operational hazards as 

required by its Agency Safety Plan. (Expected completion date August 2024) 

• C-0183: Metrorail creates safety risks by not requiring and conducting territory familiarization and physical 

characteristics training, and not assessing knowledge of physical characteristics prior to assigning operations 

personnel work on a line, in a terminal, or in a yard. (Original expected completion date October 2024) 

• C-0188: Metrorail does not have documented criteria to determine student proficiency in practical 

demonstrations of safety critical operational tasks. (Expected completion date May 2023) 

• C-0189: Metrorail does not ensure personnel serving as on-the-job training instructors, including those 

personnel described as line platform instructors (LPIs), are effective and have specific training and direction 

on what to teach and how to assess their assigned students. (Expected completion date July 2025) 



 

 

February201 • C-0191: Some RTRA QA/QC audits contain conclusions that do not match actual conditions. RTRA’'s QA/QC 

procedures do not include complete work instructions for all audits or specific instructions for removing 

personnel from service. (Expected completion date August 2023) 

WMSC staff observations: 

The WMSC acted quickly to communicate to Metrorail that Metrorail was not meeting its safety training requirements. 

After initially stating those requirements had changed, Metrorail later acknowledged that the requirements had not 

changed, and provided the training and instruction to more than 50 operators who had not received it. 

For clarity, this lack of training is based on Metrorail’s current requirements, and does not account for the open 

corrective action plans (CAPs) that document Metrorail’s commitments to address WMSC findings including Rail 

Operations Audit (issued April 2022) Finding 3 by further improving training and training requirements to provide for the 

safety of riders, workers and first responders. 

As noted above, the WMSC has continued to investigate Metrorail’s training and certification practices in the months 

since this event occurred.  

These reviews have identified concerns related to certification activities. The WMSC is continuing to gather and review 

information on this issue. 

The interview with the Train Operator in this event, and interactions with other Metrorail personnel, demonstrate that 

trainees are not getting practice or experience operating in situations such as passing red signals with permission or 

other movements or communication that, while not normal operating conditions, occur on a somewhat regular basis. It 

is also important that trainees get experience in even less common situations so that they are prepared to properly 

respond in the event of an emergency. The importance of this training and experience at Metrorail has been identified 

in other investigations, such as National Transportation Safety Board investigation RAR 16/01. 

Metrorail could consider revising policies and procedures, including Roadway Worker Protection procedures such as 

the Exclusive Track Occupancy procedure updated in early November 2022, to specify how and when “talk around” 

channels are or are not acceptable for radio communications. Metrorail could also consider methods such as using 

other available radio channels to provide for shared situational awareness to improve safety and to provide for the 

recording of all communications to ensure the opportunity for continuous safety improvement. 
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Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority 
Department of Safety (SAFE) 

Office of Safety Investigations (OSI) 
FINAL REPORT OF INVESTIGATION A&I E22793 

 
Date of Event: December 6, 2022 
Type of Event: Red Signal Overrun 
Incident Time: 18:52 hours 
Location: Smithsonian Station, track 2 – Signal D02-08 
Time and How received by SAFE: 19:03 hours, Mission Assurance Coordinator (MAC) 
WMSC Notification Time: 19:21 hours 
Responding Safety Officers:  Office of Safety Investigations (OSI) 
Rail Vehicle: Train ID 607  

L3163-3162x3101-3100x3034-3035T 
Injuries: None 
Damage: None 
SMS I/A Incident Number: 20221206#104683MX 
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Abbreviations and Acronyms 
 

AIMS  Advanced Information Management System 

ARS  Audio Recording System 

ATCM  Office of Automatic Train Control Maintenance 

CAP  Corrective Action Plan 

CCTV  Closed-Circuit Television 

CMOR  Office of the Chief Mechanical 

COMR  Office of Radio Communications 

ETO-LSC  Exclusive Track Occupancy – Local Signal Control 

IIT  Incident Investigation Team 

MSRPH  Metrorail Safety Rules and Procedures Handbook 

NOAA  National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

RTC  Rail Traffic Controller 

RTRA  Office of Rail Transportation  

ROCC  Rail Operations Control Center 

RWIC  Roadway Worker in Charge 

SAFE  Department of Safety  

SMS  Safety Measurement System 

TCR  Train Control Room 

VMS  Vehicle Monitoring System  

WMATA   Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority  

WMSC   Washington Metrorail Safety Commission  
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Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority 
Department of Safety – Office of Safety Investigations 
 
Executive Summary 
*Note that all times listed are approximate and may contain minor variations due to differences between 
systems of record. * 
 
On Tuesday, December 6, 2022, at 18:52 hours, a work crew from the Office of Automatic Train 
Control Maintenance (ATCM) was conducting an interlocking inspection outside Smithsonian 
Station on Track 2 under Exclusive Track Occupancy – Local Signal Control (ETO-LSC) 
Protection. While performing the inspection, the Roadway Worker in Charge (RWIC) received a 
request from the Rail Operations Control Center (ROCC) Radio Rail Traffic Controller (RTC) to 
set a lunar signal for Train ID 607. ATCM personnel cleared the roadway upon observing Train 
ID 607 (L3163-3162x3101-3100x3034-3035T) from Smithsonian Station and prepared to set a 
lunar signal to allow the train to pass. After departing Smithsonian Station, Train ID 607 passed 
D02-08 signal, with a red aspect, before ATCM was able to change the signal to lunar. Train ID 
607 continued through the interlocking, stopping at Federal Triangle Station, before being 
instructed to hold their position. 
 
Prior to the event, at 18:51 hours, the Radio RTC gave Train ID 607 a permissive block to the 8-
car marker at Smithsonian Station and then advised the Train Operator that D02-08 signal was 
red. The Train Operator acknowledged the instruction using 100% repeat back. 
 
At 18:52 hours, the Radio RTC requested that the ATCM Roadway Worker in Charge (RWIC) set 
a lunar signal on tracks 1 & 2. The Radio RTC made a second request at 18:53 hours. ATCM 
reported that all trains had lunar signals about the same time as the Red Signal Alarm was 
received in the Advanced Information Management System (AIMS). The Radio RTC advised 
ATCM that a lunar was not showing on track 1 and began holding trains at the platforms. 
 
At 18:54 hours, the Radio RTC inquired if Train ID 607 observed D02-08 signal as lunar when 
they passed it. The Train Operator stated that the signal was red when they passed. Following 
the event, during interviews and in their written statement, the Train Operator reported that they 
were given a hand signal to proceed passed Signal D02-08. The ATCM Watchman also stated 
that they gave a proceed signal to the Train Operator during their interview. All personnel were 
cleared to a place of safety at the time the train passed signal D02-08. There was no Near Miss 
event. 
 
The Office of Rail Transportation (RTRA) removed the Train Operator from service for post-
incident testing. The Event Scene Release was granted by the Washington Metrorail Safety 
Commission (WMSC) at 19:21 hours. 
 
The probable cause of the Red Signal Overrun event on December 6, 2022, was a combination 
of human factors errors that resulted in the Train Operator believing they had permission to pass 
a red signal. Contributing factors to the event included a misapplication of instructions by Train 
Operator and ineffective RWP rules related to Exclusive Track Occupancy – Local Signal Control.  
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Incident Site 
 
Smithsonian Station, Track 2 – Signal D02-08 
 
Field Sketch/Schematics 

 
The above depiction is not to scale. 
 
Purpose and Scope 
 
The purpose of this accident investigation and candid self-evaluation is to collect and analyze 
available facts, determine the probable cause(s) of the incident, identify contributing factors, and 
make recommendations to prevent a recurrence. 
 
Investigative Methods 
 
The investigative methodologies included the following: 
 

 Site Assessment through field response, video, and documents review. 
 

 Formal Interviews – SAFE interviewed four individuals as part of this investigation. 
Interviews included persons present at, during, and after the incident, those directly 
involved in the response process, and representatives from the Washington Metrorail 
Safety Commission (WMSC). SAFE interviewed the following individuals: 

  
 Train Operator 
 ATCM RWIC 
 ATCM Watchman 
 Buttons RTC 

 
 Documentation Review – Collection of relevant work history information and process 

documentation contained in WMATA systems of record. These records include: 
 Metrorail Safety Rules and Procedures Handbook (MSRPH) 
 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)  
 Employee Training Procedures & Records 
 Employee 30-Day work history review 
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 System Data Recording Review – Collection of information contained in WMATA Data 

Recording Systems. This data includes: 
 Audio Recording System (ARS) playback, including OPS 2 Radio 
 Advanced Information Management System (AIMS)  

  
Investigation 
 
On Tuesday, December 6, 2022, at 18:52 hours, an ATCM work crew was conducting an 
interlocking inspection near Smithsonian Station on Track 2, under ETO-LSC protection. The work 
crew began their work with permission of the ROCC at 16:52 hours and flagged multiple trains 
through the area without incident prior to this event. There was a Watchman positioned at the 
entering end of the interlocking, approximately 50 feet away. The RWIC ordered the crew to clear 
the roadway after observing Train ID 607 (L3163-3162x3101-3100x3034-3035T) at Smithsonian 
Station to prepare a lunar signal to allow the train to pass. However, Train ID 607 passed signal 
D02-08 with a red aspect before ATCM could set a lunar signal. 
 
The Audio Recording System (ARS) playback revealed that, at 18:51 hours, the ROCC Radio 
RTC gave Train ID 607 a permissive block to the 8-car marker at Smithsonian Station and advised 
the Train Operator that D02-08 signal was red. The Train Operator acknowledged the instruction 
using 100% repeat back. To allow trains to pass throught he work zone, the RWIC reported that 
they would clear personnel from the roadway and then communicate by radio to another crew 
member in the Train Control Room (TCR), who would then set a lunar signal. The work crew was 
communicating on a Talkaround channel, which is not recorded because it transmits from radio 
to radio only.  
 
At 18:52:20 hours, Train ID 607 cleared Smithsonian Station, in the direction of the D02-08 signal 
without communicating with the Radio RTC. At 18:52:56 hours, the Radio RTC requested that the 
RWIC set a lunar signal on tracks 1 & 2. The Track Access Guide indicates that the distance from 
the end of the platform at Smithsonian Station (D2 34+00) to the interlocking (D2 28+00) is 600 
feet. Analysis of the Vehicle Monitoring System (VMS) data by the Office of the Chief Mechanical 
Officer (CMOR) indicated that the train reached speeds of up to 10 miles per hour in approach to 
the interlocking. At a constant speed of 10 mph, the train would take 41 seconds to reach the 
interlocking from the end of the platform. 
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Table 1 – Spots Report depicting Train ID 607 located at Smithsonian Station. 
 
The Radio RTC made a second request for a lunar signal at 18:53:30 hours. Five seconds later, 
the RWIC responded that all trains had lunar signals. The Radio RTC then advised the RWIC that 
a lunar was not showing on track 1 and began holding trains at the platforms. Train ID 607 then 
passed D02-08 signal red without stopping per the VMS data. 
 

 
Figure 1 - AIMS Event Log indicating Red Signal Alarm at D02-08 
 
At 18:54 hours, the Radio RTC inquired if Train ID 607 observed D02-08 signal was lunar when 
they passed it. The Train Operator confirmed the signal was red when they passed. Following the 
event, during interviews and in their written statement, the Train Operator reported that they were 
given a hand signal to proceed through Signal D02-08 and the ATCM Watchman confirmed that 
they gave a proceed signal to the Train Operator during their interview. All personnel were cleared 
to a place of safety at the time the train passed signal D02-08. No Near Miss event was reported.  
 
After arriving and holding at Federal Triangle Station at 18:54 hours, the Train Operator was 
relieved of duty by a responding Rail Supervisor. While the event was under investigation, the 
Radio RTC instructed the Rail Supervisor to continue in non-revenue service. This resulted in the 
Rail Supervisor proceeding to Metro Center Station. Once at Metro Center Station, ROCC 
management observed that the train was moved and held it in place until investigative activities 
were completed. The Radio RTC was subsequently removed from service for this action.  
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Table 2 - Track Access Guide showing chain markers of event area. 
 
 
Chronological Event Timeline 
 
A review of ARS playback, i.e., phone and radio communications, revealed the following timeline: 

Time Description 

16:52:23 hours ATCM: Entered the roadway to complete interlocking inspection near 
Smithsonian Station. [Radio] 

18:02:25 hours Radio RTC: made a blanket announcement that ATC personnel are working 
in the interlocking at Smithsonian Station. [Radio] 

18:51:51 hours Radio RTC: gave Train ID 607 a Permissive Block to the 8-car maker at 
Smithsonian Station, then advised the Train Operator that D02-08 was red. 
The Train Operator acknowledged, with 100% repeat back. [Radio] 

18:52:56 hours Radio RTC: requested the ATCM RWIC set lunar signals on tracks 1 & 2. 
The RWIC acknowledged. [Radio] 

18:53:20 hours Train ID 607 cleared Smithsonian Station. [Spots] 
18:53:30 hours Radio RTC: requested ATCM RWIC to set lunar signals on tracks 1 & 2 and 

second time. [Radio] 
18:53:35 hours The RWIC acknowledged the request and advised that trains had lunar 

signals.  
18:53:44 hours Radio RTC: advised the RWIC that a lunar was not showing on track one 

and began holding trains. Train ID 410 on track one at Metro Center was 
instructed to hold on the platform.  
The Train Operator acknowledged. [Radio] 

18:54:24 hours Train ID 458 Train Operator: advised that they had a lunar with speed 
commands. [Radio] 

18:54:37 hours Radio RTC: requested a response from Train ID 607, located at Federal 
Triangle. [Radio]  

18:54:54 hours Radio RTC: inquired if Train ID 607 observed a lunar at D02-08 signal.  
Train Operator: responded, “negative.” The Radio RTC instructed Train ID 
607 to hold on the platform. [Radio] 

18:57:05 hours Radio RTC: instructed a Rail Supervisor to respond to Federal Triangle 
Station. [Radio] 

18:58:01 hours Radio RTC: instructed Train ID 607 to continue to Metro Center Station. 
The Train Operator acknowledged. [Radio]* 
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Time Description 

*Note: The Train did not depart Federal Triangle Station until 19:07 hours 
18:58:44 hours Radio RTC: instructed a Rail Supervisor to exit the train at Metro Center 

Station and stand by track 2. The Rail Supervisor acknowledged. [Radio] 
18:59:36 hours Radio RTC: instructed Train ID 607 to offload the train at Federal Triangle 

Station.  
The Radio RTC instructed a Rail Supervisor to exit the train at Federal 
Triangle Station. [Radio] 

19:00:02 hours Radio RTC: instructed the RWIC to set a lunar on track 1 and clear the 
roadway.  
The RWIC acknowledged. [Radio] 

19:00:51 hours Radio RTC: inquired if Train ID 607 was offloaded.  
Train Operator: responded that they were located at Metro Center Station 
and the train was offloaded.  
Radio RTC: advised that the train was showing located at Federal Triangle. 
[Radio] 

19:01:17 hours Train Operator: repeated that the train was holding at Metro Center Station, 
track 2. [Radio] 

19:01:25 hours The RWIC advised that they needed an additional 15 minutes to throw the 
switches. The Radio RTC acknowledged. [Radio] 

19:01:38 hours Train Operator: reported they were at Federal Triangle Station.  
Radio RTC: instructed the Train Operator to verify that the train was clear 
of customers. [Radio] 

19:03:20 hours Radio RTC: announced delays between Federal Triangle and Smithsonian. 
[Radio] 

19:05:57 hours Train Operator: confirmed that the train was clear of customers. [Radio] 
19:06:05 hours Rail Supervisor: confirmed they were on scene at the lead car.  

Radio RTC: instructed the Rail Supervisor to take over operations of the 
train and continue non-revenue.  
Rail Supervisor: acknowledged. [Radio] 

19:07:16 hours Radio RTC: attempted to contact the RWIC. No response. [Radio] 
19:07:35 hours Radio RTC: attempted to contact the RWIC. No response. [Radio] 
19:08:56 hours Radio RTC: attempted to contact the RWIC. No response [Radio] 
19:10:00 hours Radio RTC: advised the RWIC that trains needed to single track utilizing 

track 1. The RWIC acknowledged. [Radio] 
19:10:58 hours Radio RTC: announced all trains on Ops 2 to hold at their locations. [Radio] 
19:16:53 hours The RWIC advised that the interlocking was set for single tracking. [Radio] 
19:17:15 hours The RWIC requested a train pick up at D02-04 signal. [Radio] 
19:18:19 hours Radio RTC: announced all trains on Ops 2 to hold on the platform. [Radio] 
19:22:52 hours The RWIC confirmed with the Radio RTC that switched 1B and 3B are set 

for a crossover move. [Radio] 
19:35:51 hours Radio RTC: advised the RWIC they have permission to take pictures of 

D02-1B and 3B. [Radio] 
19:37:39 hours Radio RTC: announced that the interlocking at Smithsonian Station was out 

of service and trains would be turning back. [Radio] 
19:50:58 hours Safety Investigator arrived on the scene at Metro Center with Train ID 607 

[Radio] 
19:53:15 hours Radio RTC: advised the RWIC that they had permission to walk to the 

platform under foul time.  
The RWIC acknowledged. [Radio] 

19:56:59 hours Safety Investigator: released the hold on Train ID 607.  
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Time Description 

The Radio RTC acknowledged. [Radio] 
19:57:36 hours The RWIC confirmed they were clear of the roadway.  

The Radio RTC acknowledged. [Radio] 
20:00:09 hours Radio RTC: announced to all trains that trains will single track by way of 

track 1 from Smithsonian Station to McPherson Square Station. [Radio]  
20:01:47 hours Radio RTC: announced to all trains that signal tracking was canceled 

between Smithsonian Station and McPherson Square Station [Radio] 
20:07:27 hours Radio RTC: announced to all trains are servicing stations under normal 

service. [Radio] 
Note: Times above may vary from other systems’ timelines based on clock settings. 
 
Automated Information Management System (AIMS) 
 

 
Figure 2 – Train ID 607 on the platform at Smithsonian and D02-08 signal is red. 
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Figure 3 – Train ID 607 passing D02-08 signal red 
  
The Office of Chief Mechanical Officer (CMOR), Incident Investigation Team (IIT) 
 
Adopted from CMOR IIT report: 
 
CMOR-IIT analyzed the data from the cars involved in this incident. “Based on the available data, 
there was no mechanical failure that could have contributed to the reported incident. Train ID 607 
departed Smithsonian Station track 2 in the inbound direction and overran Signal D2-08 (red at 
the time, based on AIM Playback) at speeds not greater than 10 mph. There was no attempt to 
slow/stop the train before, during or after overrunning D2-08. Train ID 607 continued to Federal 
Triangle at speeds no greater than 19 mph. Train ID 607 then stopped at service Federal Triangle. 
See timeline of events and data analysis below.” 
 
Note: The IIT team was unable to verify the presence of speed commands throughout the event 
due to a lack of relevant data within the VMS.  
 
Sequence of Events: Note: The time used in this report is the VMS time and is off by about 4-5 
minutes compared to AIM. 
 

TIME SEQUENCE OF EVENTS MC Position Train 
Speed 
(mph) 

18:48:20 Master Controller was placed on P5. Train 607 
started traveling towards Federal Triangle. 

P5 1 

18:49:08 Master Controller was placed on P1. Train 607 was 
traveling at 10 mph and overran signal D02-08 
 

P1 10 

18:49:09 Master Controller was placed on Coast. Train 607 
was traveling at 10 mph and continued towards 
Federal Triangle Station after it overran D02-08  

Coast 10 
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18:50:11 hours Train 607 stopped at and serviced Federal Triangle 
Station. 
 

B3 0 

 

 
Figure 4 – E/R Data 

 
Figure 5 – Signal D02-08 Red as Train ID 607 passed 
 
Office of Systems Maintenance, Office of Radio Communications (COMR) 
 
The Office of Radio Communications (COMR) conducted a comprehensive radio transmit and 
receive operational check between Metro Center and Smithsonian Stations, track 1 & 2 and found 
no deficiencies. 
 
Office of Automatic Train Control Maintenance (ATCM) 
 
Personnel statements were reviewed and indicated the crew was standing in a place of safety 
when the train began moving from Smithsonian Station. The RWIC stated that they were in the 
process of setting lunar signals for the train but had not done so when the train arrived at their 
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location and passed the D02-08 signal. The Watchman’s written statement indicated that the 
signal aspect was red when the train began approaching their location. The RTC then contacted 
the RWIC and advised them to clear the track. This was completed after completing an inspection 
and restoration of the interlocking to service and photographs of the switches were captured. 
 
Office of Rail Transportation (RTRA) 
 
The RTRA Supervisor’s report stated that the Train Operator reported being given permission to 
the eight-car marker at Federal Triangle Station before departing Smithsonian Station. When 
approaching the signal, they were flagged by ATCM personnel to proceed through the interlocking 
and continued to the next station where they were asked if they passed a red signal. 
 
The second RTRA Supervisor’s report indicated that they were instructed to take over operations 
of Train ID 607 at Federal Triangle in non-revenue status. They reported that they had speed 
commands and moved in non-revenue status per their instructions to Metro Center. At Metro 
Center they were instructed to hold that location and await the arrival of SAFE personnel. 
 
Interview Findings 
 
As part of the investigation launched into the event, SAFE interviewed four employees. The interviews 
identified the following key findings associated with this event. Findings detailed below include reported 
information from involved personnel and may conflict with other data sources contained in the report. 
 
RTRA 
 
Train Operator 
 

 The Train Operator acknowledged and provided 100% repeat back of instructions that 
they had a permissive block to the eight-car marker, D02-08 was red, and ATCM was 
working in the interlocking ahead. 

 The Train Operator believed the permissive block was to the eight-car marker of Federal 
Triangle Station. 

 The Train Operator stated that D02-08 signal was red when the train passed. 
 The Train Operator stated the Watchman gave them a proceed hand signal as the train 

approached the D02-08 signal. 
 The Train Operator stated during training they only spoke about passing red signals and 

did not practice passing red signals.  
 The train had speed commands entering Smithsonian Station and up to the eight-car 

marker. 
 

ATCM 
 
RWIC 
 

 RWIC saw the train on the platform and cleared the crew from the roadway onto the 
catwalk. 

 RWIC observed the train approaching the crew and D02-08 signal red at a slow speed not 
stopping. 

 RWIC contacted the Local Control Panel (LCP) Operator to confirm if a lunar was given 
to the train. LCP reported no lunar was given to the train. 

 This interlocking inspection was their first and only inspection of the day. 
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Watchman 
 

 RWIC cleared everyone from the roadway once the train was on the platform at 
Smithsonian Station. 

 They were 50 feet ahead of the work crew but close enough to hear verbal commands 
from the RWIC. 

 They were not sure of the exact location (chain marker). However, they were in front of 
D02-08 signal and able to see it. 

 The Watchman stated that D02-08 was lunar when they gave the train a proceed hand 
signal.  

 They typically communicate via the Talk Around channel or verbally due to them being 
near the RWIC (50ft).  

 
ROCC 
 
Buttons RTC 
 

 Buttons RTC stated the Radio RTC gave trains permissive blocks to the eight-car marker 
as the trains entered the station platforms.  

 The AIMS alarm sounded notifying them that a train passed a red signal. 
 Blanket announcements were made notifying train operators of ATCM’s presence in the 

interlocking. They could not recall the announcement intervals.  
 
Radio RTC 
 

 The Radio RTC was unavailable to interview following this event. They took personal leave 
after the event and resigned from employment with WMATA on January 6, 2023. 

 Their hire date with WMATA was March 3, 2022. 
 

Weather 
 
On December 6, 2022, at the time of the incident, NOAA recorded the temperature as 52°F, with 
partly cloudy skies. This event occurred within a tunneled section of the rail system. Weather was 
not a contributing factor in this incident (Weather source: NOAA – Location: Washington, DC.) 
 
Related Rules and Procedures 
 
MSRPH – Section 3 General Rule 1.79 Employees shall not take any action until they are positive 
that all radio transmissions or receptions are heard, fully understood, and acknowledged. 
Individual radio transmissions shall be repeated by the receiver so the transmitter can confirm the 
message was received completely and by the intended receiver. 
 
MSRPH – Section 3 Operating Rule (OR) 3.67 Rail vehicles shall not be operated passed or 
closer than a point 10 feet in approach of an interlocking signal or lamp displaying a red aspect, 
a red flag, or a dark interlocking signal, except at a bump post or entering a pocket track, or unless 
authorized by ROCC or the Interlocking Operator and the move is consistent with customer safety 
as specified in Rule 3.1. 
 
MSRPH – Section 3 OR 3.75 When flagging as prescribed in these rules is not in effect, and an 
operator observes a person giving a "proceed" hand signal in conflict with an interlocking signal 
displaying a red aspect, the operator shall not pass the signal but shall stop the train and contact 
ROCC for instructions. The signal shall not be passed until the operator has determined that the 
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person giving the "proceed" signal is authorized to do so and that the move is consistent with 
customer safety as specified in Rule 3.1.  
 
MSRPH – Section 5 OR 5.13.7.2 Establishing ETO Limits Each end of the ETO limits must be 
defined by one of the following physical features: a. Clearly identifiable Chain Marker Location b. 
A fixed signal that displays an aspect indicating “Stop.” c. Station, or other physical characteristic 
location. d. Track barricade or flagman at a designated location. 
 
Human Factors 
 
Training and Employment History 

 
 The Train Operator was hired by WMATA in July 2022 as a Train Operator. 
 The Train Operator received approximately 20 minutes of non-revenue mainline 

instruction with a Rail Operations Quality Training (ROQT) Instructor during their Yard 
Performance Training (YPT) cycle. They completed the minimum total of 38 hours of 
mainline instruction primarily under the supervision of a Train Operator Line Platform 
Instructor (LPI).  

o Student Train Operators are required to receive eight hours of non-revenue 
mainline non-revenue instruction during YPT with an ROQT Instructor.  

 The Train Operator certified at a QL-2 rating on their first attempt on November 29, 2022. 
 The Radio RTC was hired by WMATA in March 2022 as a Rail Traffic Controller. 

 
Fatigue 
 
Train Operator 
 
We evaluated conditions at the time of the incident to distinguish whether evidence of fatigue was 
present. No sign of fatigue was indicated by the available data. Video of the incident was reviewed 
for behaviors suggesting fatigue. No indications of fatigue were evident from the video. The Train 
Operator reported feeling fully alert at the time of the incident. The Train Operator reported 
experiencing no symptoms of fatigue in the time leading up to the incident. 
 
Fatigue Risk   
 
Train Operator 
 
We evaluated incident data for fatigue risk factors. Risk factors for fatigue were not present. The 
incident time of day did not suggest an increased risk of fatigue-related impairment. The Train 
Operator reported some variation in the sleep schedule in the days leading up to the incident. The 
Train Operator worked evening shift in the days leading up to the incident. The employee was 
awake for 8 hours at the time of the incident. The Train Operator reported 12.5 hours of sleep in 
the 24 hours preceding the incident. The off-duty period was 16 hours which provides an 
opportunity for 7-9 hours of sleep. This was 4.5 hours more than the employee's usual workday 
sleep durations. The employee reported no issues with sleep. The employee worked evening shift 
in the days leading up to the incident. 
 
Post-Incident Toxicology Testing 
 
WMATA's Drug and Alcohol Program determined that the Train Operator was not in violation of 
the Drug and Alcohol Policy and Testing Program 7.7.3/6. 
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Findings 
 

 AIMS data indicated that Signal D02-08 was red when Train ID 607 passed it. The Train 
Operator affirmed they passed D02-08 when it was red. 

 The Train Operator misunderstood the permissive block received from the Radio RTC and 
believed it was to Federal Triangle’s eight car marker.  

 The Watchman indicated that they gave a proceed hand signal to the Train Operator as 
they approached the signal.  

 The ATCM crew was aware of Train ID 607’s proximity and had ample time to reset the 
interlocking and clear to a place of safety prior to its arrival at the signal. 

 The incident train was moved from Federal Triangle to Metro Center Station prior to receipt 
of the Event Scene Release under instruction from the Radio RTC.  

 
Immediate Mitigation to Prevent Recurrence 
 

 RTRA circulated briefings with all supervisors to brief all train operators on red signals and 
station overruns and prevention measures.  

 During its roll call briefings, ROCC reminded RTC personnel of the requirement to hold 
equipment in place until an Event Scene Release is obtained. 

 
Probable Cause Statement 
 
The probable cause of the Red Signal Overrun event on December 6, 2022, was a combination 
of human factors errors that resulted in the Train Operator believing they had permission to pass 
a red signal. Contributing factors to the event included a misapplication of instructions by Train 
Operator and ineffective RWP rules related to Exclusive Track Occupancy.  
 
Recommended Corrective Actions 
 

Corrective 
Action Code 

Description 
Responsible 

Party 
Estimated 

Completion 
Date 

104683_SAFE
CAPS_ATCM
_001 

ATCM to develop a Lessons Learned highlighting the 
need for effective communications among work crew 
members and proper ETO-LSC procedures. 

ATCM Completed 

104683_SAFE
CAPS_SAFE_
001 

Rail Safety Standards Committee to implement 
enhanced procedures for ETO-LSC operations, 
contained under draft Permanent Order T-22-21 “Local 
Control.” 

RSSC 05/31/2023 

104683_SAFE
CAPS_ROQT
_001 

Return all Train Operators who failed to receive eight 
hours of instruction during Yard Practical Training to 
ROQT Instructors to attain the remainder of their YPT 
training hours. 

ROQT Completed 
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Appendices 
 
Appendix A – Interview Summaries 
 
The below narratives summarize the incident and represent the statements made by the involved 
individual. As such, times and details may present a conflict with the data contained in systems 
of record.  
 
RTRA 
 
Train Operator 
 
The Train Operator is a WMATA employee with five months of experience and 2 weeks of 
experience as a Train Operator. On the day of the event, the Train Operator was completing their 
first solo day of operation. The Train Operator holds a Roadway Worker Protection Level 2 
certification that expires in August 2023. The Train Operator successfully completed Train 
Operators Certification on November 29, 2022, at a Quality Level – 2.  
 
The Train Operator stated they were fully alert when the red signal overrun occurred.  
 
The Train Operator stated they were properly berthed at the 8-car maker of Smithsonian Station 
and that the train kept speed commands entering Smithsonian Station up to the eight-car marker. 
The Train Operator stated while they were servicing the station, the Radio RTC gave them a 
permissive block to the 8-car marker and mentioned the signal ahead was red with ATCM working 
in the interlocking. The Train Operator stated after servicing Smithsonian Station they thought the 
permissive block was to the next station’s (Federal Triangle) 8-car marker because they had 
already serviced Smithsonian Station. The Train Operator stated they were given a proceed hand 
signal by ATCM and continued to Federal Triangle Station. 
 
The Train Operator stated while servicing Federal Triangle Station the Radio RTC inquired if they 
passed a red signal. The Train Operator stated to the Radio RTC that they were given a block to 
the 8-car marker and did not specify which 8-car marker. The Train Operator stated the RTC 
never replied back until they were removed from service. 
 
The Train Operator stated they spoke about passing red signals during training and did not 
practice passing red signals.  

 
ATCM 
 
RWIC 
 
The RWIC stated they were working on switch 3B, located near signal D02-06, which is the exit 
switch point, when the Local Control Panel Operator notified them of a train on the platform of 
Smithsonian Station via radio. The RWIC stated the crew cleared the switches and stood by on 
the catwalk. The RWIC stated they saw a train moving at a slow speed towards them. The RWIC 
stated they contacted the Watchman/Lookout to verify if they gave the train a signal and confirmed 
no signal was given. The RWIC stated they contacted the Local Control Panel Operator to verify 
if they gave the train a signal (lunar) and confirmed no signal was given.  
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Watchman 
 
The Watchman is a WMATA employee with two months of experience with ATCM and 2 months 
experience as a Watchman. The Watchman holds a Roadway Worker Protection Level 2 
certification that expires November 2023. 
 
The Watchman stated that following the safety briefing with the RWIC, the work zone was set up 
for an interlocking inspection. The Watchman stated they were positioned 50 feet from the work 
crew. The Watchman stated they noticed a train approached they and came to a stop just before 
the signal. The Watchman stated once the Train Operator was given a lunar, the Watchman gave 
the Train Operator the proceed hand signal. The Watchman stated after the train cleared the work 
crew’s area, they continued to work. 
 
The Watchman stated they were positioned in front of D02-08 signal, and it was red upon the train 
arriving. The Watchman stated they did not give the train a proceed signal until the signal was 
lunar and the RWIC notified the crew, via the talk around channel, that the train could proceed*. 
 
*Note: AIMS data analysis confirmed that the D02-08 signal did not change aspect to lunar for 
the duration of this event.  
 
ROCC 
 
Radio RTC – Adopted from the ROCC Incident Report. The Radio RTC went out on sick leave 
and then resigned their position following this event. This prevented a formal interview from being 
conducted. 
 
The Rail Traffic Controller (RTC) was a WMATA employee with 9 months of experience as an 
RTC. The RTC held a Roadway Worker Protection (RWP) level 2 certification.  
 
The ROCC incident report stated the Radio RTC provided Train ID 607 a permissive block to 
properly berth the train at the 8-car marker at Smithsonian Station, track 2 and to be advised D02-
08 signal was red. Train ID 607 provided 100% repeat back of the permissive block. The Radio 
RTC requested lunars from ATC on tracks 1 & 2 at Smithsonian Station.  
 
The AIMS displayed Train ID 607 overran D02-08 signal. An RTRA supervisor was dispatched to 
the scene for assistance. Train ID 607 operator confirmed they had overrun D02-08 signal red 
and stated the train was properly berthed on the platform at Federal Triangle Station. The Train 
Operator was instructed to offload the train and an additional RTRA Supervisor was dispatched 
to the scene for assistance.  
 
The RTRA Supervisor was instructed to move the incident train in non-revenue service to L’Enfant 
Plaza Station. The RTRA Supervisor was instructed to re-block the Trian ID to 707 and hold at 
Metro Center for SAFE. Safety personnel responded to Metro Center and inspected the train. 
After inspection of the train, it was transported to West Falls Church yard. 
 
The Train Operator was removed from service pending a post incident investigation. 
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Buttons RTC 
 
The Rail Traffic Controller (RTC) is a WMATA employee with 18 years of experience and 6.5 
years of experience as an RTC. The RTC held previous positions with WMATA such as Bus 
Operator, Train Operator, Rail Supervisor and Bus Operations Manager. The RTC holds a 
Roadway Worker Protection Level 2 certification that expires January 2023. The RTC successfully 
completed Rail Traffic Controller certification in May 2022. 
 
The Buttons RTC stated they were working the Buttons position on the Ops 2 desk when ATCM 
was conducting an interlocking inspection under ETO-LSC protection. The Buttons RTC stated 
that ATCM was giving lunar signals to trains on both tracks. The Buttons RTC stated because 
ATCM was manipulating the signals intermittently causing the signals to go red, that trains 
approaching the platform or station would occasionally lose speed commands. The Buttons RTC 
stated that the Radio RTC would give the trains permissive blocks to the station platform’s 8-car 
marker and instruct to stand by for lunar signal & speed commands. 
 
The Buttons RTC stated an AIMS alarm summary showed the train passed the signal red. The 
Buttons RTC stated they took appropriate actions following the alarm.  
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Appendix B – ATCM Statements (redacted) 
 

  
Figure 6 – RWIC statement redacted 1 of 2 
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Figure 6 – Watchman statement redacted 2 of 2 
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Appendix C – Recent RTRA Lesson Learned for Red Signal Overruns 
 

 
Figure 7 – Lesson Learned 1 of 2 
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Figure 7 – Lesson Learned 2 of 2 
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Appendix D – ROCC Incident Report (redacted) 
 

 
Figure 8 – ROCC Incident Report 1 of 2 
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Figure 8 – ROCC Incident Report 2 of 2  
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Appendix E - Root Cause Analysis 
 

 
Figure 9 – Root Cause Analysis Page 1 of 1. 
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